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Game on
With Intel’s 4th-gen Core i7 
processor under the hood, 
the catchily named Origin 
EON15-X is the fastest gaming 
laptop money can buy. 
Handy when playing Need 
For Speed. Probably.
£TBC; originpc.com

Born Zippy
Polaroid’s portable, pocket-
sized ink-free Zip printer 
wirelessly frees your digital 
photos from phone-based 
captivity in less than a minute. 
Carry it with you, print selfies, 
give them to people. 
£110; polaroid.com 

Cool 
runninGs
Fridge so full of quinoa and 
kale smoothies that there’s no 
room to cool your beer? The 
Cooper Cooler chills cans in 
one minute and wine bottles 
in six. Say ‘No!’ to warm beer.
£70; coopercooler.com 

Jinn
Order anything  
(that’s small enough 
to fit in a car) from 
any shop or 
restaurant using the 
Jinn app and it will 
arrive at your door  
in less than an hour. 
Five Guys burger on 
the sofa it is, then. 
Free; jinnapp.com 

spritZ
Hate moving your 
eyes while reading? 
Obviously. Spritz fixes 
that by streaming 
words quickly in one 
fixed place on screen. 
So you can now read 
a book in 90 minutes. 
But probably not  
War & Peace.
65p; spritzinc.com 

express roast
The world’s first home coffee 
roaster turns coffee beans to 
cappuccino in your kitchen, 
so you’ll never have to go to 
Starbucks again. You’ll have 
to amusingly misspell your 
name on your cup, however. 
£600; ikawacoffee.com

Skateboarding is officially cool 
again. The South Bank skate 
park got more love than 
anyone expected in its fight 
against The Man, and the 
rumour of Back To The 
Future-style hoverboards  
has sparked a renaissance for 
the bewheeled planks of our 
youth. Trouble is, it’s not good 
for the whole ‘grown man’ 
thing. Luckily, here’s something 
delivering superior tech at a 

superior price to make it  
one for the post-teens. 

A hippy and a BMW 
engineer have combined 
powers to cook up the Mellow 
Drive. An electric motor that fits 
to any skateboard in minutes, 
it’ll propel you to a terrifying 
25mph controlled by a 
wrist-mounted remote. 

Its range is 10 miles. Just 
enough to get you to A&E, then.
£TBC; mellowboards.com
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